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You start the test by selecting a hostname or IP address or an NTP service name. The NTP Server Check software then will start testing the servers on the Internet. During the test process, you will have the opportunity to see the time and the precision to which the test servers are time synchronized. In order to decide on the NTP Test results, you have the option to configure the expected results.
To prevent the NTP Server Check software from wasting time during the test process, simply select the Automatically run the test when computer starts check box. If the NTP Server Check tool is not able to complete the test, then you will get an alert message to inform you about it. During the test process, you have the option to save the result to the desktop or to select the Save results in the
NTP Server Check Outputs tab. If you want to quit the application, then just hit the End test button. The design of the main window is very friendly. You will find a Select NTP Server, set NTP Service or Type of Server from Hostname or IP Address buttons on top. A few seconds later the test results will be displayed on the results tab. You can also set the saving location in the bottom of the
tool window. New in version 1.5: New Update version 1.5 of NTP Server Check product is based on MCTF/FakeNTP 0.3.2. It adds the option to automatically start NTP tests. New possible settings to save NTP Server Check results to desktop have been added. The software should work in most systems, also older versions than 32-bit and 64-bit. You should not hesitate to try the program and
let us know if you encounter any problems. Your feedback and comments will help us to improve the software and its quality. NTP Server Check is a dedicated tool that enables you to determine whether the test synchronization and reachability of the NTP servers is working accordingly. The idea behind this tool is to act like to send requests to a time server, although the packets sent are all
decoded and displayed in an easy to read format. To put it simply, the program has the role of providing a full report on the precision of your time server. It is worth mentioning that the application can also be used for diagnosing various issues with the server. Consequentially, after you add the hostname
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Reports the current global network time synchronization. This program displays a variety of data about your NTP server. We strongly advise you to run this test regularly. Find the server hostname or IP address of the time server, specify the IP address, or just leave the Hostname box blank. Set the stratum, root dispersion or root delay of the server to the value you want to use. Set the poll
interval if applicable. Start the application and press the Start button. Advanced Options: To enable the advanced settings, click on the Advanced Options button. Select the Repetition button to limit the display of graphs and the Retries button to increase the number of attempts to reach your server. Further, you have the possibility to increase or decrease the time span of the following graphs:
NNTP (NTPs) & Poll Graph: The graph displays the NTP packet size in microseconds NNTP (NTPs) & Reach Graph: The graph displays the number of packets received by the software before the server was reached. NNTP (NTPs) & Rtt Graph: The graph displays the time, in seconds, of the last successfully received timestamp. These options will only be active if you run the test for the first
time. They will also be inactivated if you click on the Reset button. Rate Graph: The Rate Graph displays the time it takes to retrieve your NTP server. Note that the elapsed time is displayed in seconds. Therefore, the display of the first packet indicates that the program took 0.33 seconds to successfully connect to the server. The Time Retrieval Graph displays the speed at which your test was
carried out. In the first second, the Time Retrieval was 0.33, which translates into a speed of approx. 150 kBps. In other words, the program was able to reach the server in approx. 1.5 seconds, which is about 320 times faster than the speed of light in a vacuum. On average, you should be able to reach your server in approx. 40 seconds or 1.25 ms. If the program was not able to reach the server,
it will display the information in grey text and the number of seconds it took to reach the server will display in red text. NTP Server Check does not collect any personal information. Future Release 6a5afdab4c
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NTP Server Check is a standalone and minimalistic tool that is able to troubleshoot the precision of an NTP server, thus enabling you to make sure that the server is running properly. The tool is also able to be used to diagnose various problems. In this review, we will be taking a look at the concept behind the application, its features and how to add a new NTP server into the system. The
application has a wide list of features, such as clock synchronization accuracy, how many servers can be accessed, what info can be viewed along with many other neat things like IP address detection, updatable tables, date and time comparison, lots of libraries and much more. The following is a comprehensive list of all the settings that are supported by the application and some info about it:
The NTP Server Check is easy to use: The interface is intuitive enough to allow the user to navigate it with ease. Once you open the application, you will be taken to the main screen that provides you with a quick summary of the results that are to be displayed. To add the information that you want to view, all you need to do is either double-click the host name or type the IP address in the text
box, which is expected. Features: On the main screen, you will see five key tabs for quick access. The first tab is for the display of clock synchronization accuracy, type and version info, the second one shows the number of NTP servers that are reachable, the third one contains the IP address and hostname of the NTP server, the fourth one gives you the information on the latest round trip delay
and the last one displays the list of different options that the application has to offer. NTP Settings: On the first tab, you can select how the application should process the information, and there are two options: periodic check or alert when a preset time comes. For instance, if you set the check interval to once a minute, the tool will check the server every 60 minutes. If you select the second
option, you are more likely to have an alert when a server is down. The option is helpful when you want to be up-to-date with the status of the server and if it goes down then you can be notified. Your Clock Settings: The clock settings section is an area that gives you the opportunity to configure your clock with the help of some handy options. The first one is the str

What's New in the NTP Check?
- Highlights the status of the NTP servers and provides you with detailed information about which ones can be contacted - Identifies your favorite NTP server with the most accurate timestamps possible - Shows the total time your NTP server takes to return a reply - Records and displays all servers in the relevant line - Shows the response time of each of the servers - Shows if your first packet
was successful or not - Displays the estimated accuracy of your NTP server - Identifies the name of the NTP server that returns the most accurate time - Offers a complete list of options so that you can control the settings - Presents information on the stratum you are using, if applicable - Provides reports on the servers' accuracy based on each of the different periods that you can set - Checks
the server's precision and reveals if your server's latency is within the range specified - Shows how accurate the time server is - Analyzes the server's root delay to discover if you're experiencing a problem - Identifies the associated stratum and root delay - Displays the server's stability based on the polling interval you chose - Shows the server's round trip delay - Shows how many packets were
exchanged with the server and how many errors were encountered - Describes what time sources a server is switching to in case you are experiencing connection issues - Displays the server's average reception time - Offers a detailed report about any ping or round trip failures experienced - Shows the number of times the server switched strata - Displays the poll interval your client is using Offers information on the root delay and drift - Shows the time source used by the server - Displays the last time the server's timestamp came from a particular source - Reveals how accurate the server is - Shows the server's measurement delay - Displays the servers' stability - Displays the stable measurement delay - Offers the server's stratum - Displays the server's precision - Shows the
server's protocol version - Shows the server's stratum indicator - Displays the server's reachability indicator - Lets you choose between 10 to 17 NTP servers - Provides a graphical display of the best servers - Shows the server's round trip delay - Identifies the root time source you are using - Displays the server's round trip delay - Offers a graph that reveals the percentage of successful requests Offers
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System Requirements For NTP Check:
Only Windows 10 64-bit OS is supported. The game requires a DirectX 11/12 compatible video card with at least 1024 MB of video RAM. Note: TGA files are not supported. Windows 10, 64-bit is required. DirectX 9.0c (only if the DX9 Fall Update is installed) 3 GHz Core 2 Duo or equivalent 2 GB RAM Hard Disk Space: 4 GB. At least 15 GB free hard disk space. At
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